
FIELD SET UP - SPRING 
(3-4 weeks prior to start of season) 

 
 

Establish field days, typically the weekend of the player draft or the 
following, which are two four-hour sessions, held on a Saturday and 
Sunday. Contact volunteer coordinator for list of field volunteers. Email 
volunteers asking to choose a day (volunteers DO NOT have the option 
to defer to field tear down). Verify that volunteers actually volunteer and 
supply volunteer coordinator will results. Also contact SWM’s field 
maintenance coordinator with field day information as they as supposed 
to supply volunteers as well. NOTE: In the event of a low volunteer pool 
please have volunteer coordinator or league president send a league wide 
email asking for volunteers. 
 
Field markers (NOTE THIS SHOULD BE DONE A FEW WEEKS 
BEFORE ATTEMPTING FIELD SETUP) – spray corners and centers 
(six per field) of the (6) U5/6, (5) U7/8, (4) U10, (2) U12, and (2) U14 
fields with weed/grass killer. Spray corners of temporary U6 fields and 
corners of the perimeter of the U4 area (not the individual fields). 
 
Goals: 
U4 (portable goals) – set and anchor after field lining. 
U6 (permanent goals)– multi-clip corners and then every other in 
between, tie-off back net support. Anchor the two sets of temporary 
goals with two anchors per each goal. Check zip ties and replace where 
necessary with 6” zip ties. 
U6 (portable goals) – set and anchor after field lining perimeter only. 
U8 – multi-clip corners then every other in between and tie-off back net 
support for three Keeper goals. Zip tie front face frame with 11” ties, 
back supports with 8” ties, and tie off back net support for balance of 
goals. 
U10 – multi-clip corners then every other in between and tie-off back 
net support for Keeper goal. Snap in clips for two Pevo goals and loop 
back of net through nets clips. Use 8” zip ties where necessary. Zip tie 



front face frame with 11” ties, back supports with 8” ties, and tie off 
back net support for remaining goal. 
U12 - Zip tie front face frame with 14” ties, back supports with 11” ties, 
and tie off back net support. 
U14 – Rope wrap front face frame, use 11” zip ties on back supports, 
and tie off back net support. 
Goals anchors – Keeper goals are permanently staked. All others must 
have: U8–3, U10–4, U12-4, U14-4 anchors per each goal. 
Field signs: add 2” zip ties where necessary. 
 
Field Lining: 
Tools/equipment required – spray machines (cart and stick), paint, string 
winders (long and short), screwdrivers and/or nails, tape measures, and 
field layout sheets. 
It’s best to start with the field perimeter. All fields (except U4) have the 
four corners and centerline permanently marked.  
1). Starting at either the short or the long side of the field, secure string 
end a foot or so (to allow room for the paint machine when starting to 
spray) behind the corner marker with screwdriver and secure tape 
measure end a foot or away from the field (so you do not paint the tape 
measure) in line with the corner marker.  Walk both the string and tape 
measure to opposite end, pull string and tape measure tight and place on 
ground two feet or so behind corner marker. Spray line with paint 
machine and then “tick-mark”  (6” line or so) all internal lines (goal box, 
penalty box, center line, etc.), per layout sheet with spray can across the 
line you just painted. These “tick-marks” will be used as reference 
points where the string will be staked or laid across. Follow previously 
mention procedure for remaining perimeter lines. 
2). Penalty box (largest box in front of goal) – IMPORTANT: U4 AND 
U6 HAS A SIMPLE LINE – NO BOX. Run two long strings (for the 
sides of the box) staking one end a foot or so behind tick mark, pulling 
opposite end tight, and dropping winder two feet or so behind opposite 
tick mark. Next, run the short string across the field (for the long side of 
the box) stake at one tick mark and pulling string tight and dropping at 
other tick mark (no room is needed for paint machine because the 



penalty box doesn’t go to the edge of the field). Starting at one end, 
spray three penalty box lines (DO NOT CONTINUE TO THE EDGE 
OF THE FIELD—THE BOX DOES NOT TOUCH THE SIDE-
LINES—JUST THE END LINES). Leaving the long strings, move the 
short string down to the opposite end of the field and repeat procedure. 
3). Goalie box (smallest box in front of goal) and centerline – 
IMPORTANT: U4 AND U6 DOES NOT HAVE A GOALIE BOX. 
Follow same procedure as penalty box (it’s just a smaller box). Be sure 
and stop on the way to the opposite end this time, however, stake string 
and paint centerline. 
4). Penalty shot mark (U10 and up) and field center. Move the long 
string to center tick mark, stake, pull, and drop at opposite end. Next, 
stake, pull, and drop the string at the penalty short tick marks. Spray a 
one-foot diameter circle where these lines cross—both ends of field. 
Before removing the long string spray a two-foot line at the field center. 
5). Center radius and penalty shot semi-radius (U10 and up). Stake the 
string attached to the paint stick and tape measure in center of field and 
with to the proper radius (see the field layout sheet). Get tape measure 
out of the way and start spraying radius, holding stick close to ground, 
while keeping string taught. You may have to back over this radius with 
the paint machine. For the field that have the penalty shot semi-radius; 
follow the same procedure as the center radius, staking the string in the 
penalty shot circle, which was painted earlier. 
 
6. Corner kick arch is a 3ft radius from corner. 
 
Corner flags – corner flags do not need to set (in goals) until the start of 
games. 
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FIELD SET UP – FALL 
(3-4 weeks prior to start of season) 

 
 

Establish field days, typically the weekend of the player draft or the 
following, which are two four-hour sessions, held on a Saturday and 
Sunday. Contact volunteer coordinator for list of field volunteers. Email 
volunteers asking to choose a day (volunteers have the option to defer to 
field tear down in the spring). Verify that volunteers actually volunteer 
and supply volunteer coordinator will results. Also contact SWM’s field 
maintenance coordinator with field day information as they as supposed 
to supply volunteers as well. NOTE: In the event of a low volunteer pool 
please have volunteer coordinator or league president send a league wide 
email asking for volunteers. 
 
Field markers – spray corners and centers (six per field) of the (6) U5/6, 
(5) U7/8, (4) U10, (2) U12, and (2) U14 fields with weed/grass killer. 
Spray corners of temporary U6 fields and corners of the perimeter of the 
U4 area (not the individual fields). 
 
Goals – Verify all anchors are still in place and replace as necessary. 
Nets – Check zip ties and replace where necessary. Tighten back support 
ropes as necessary. 
 
Field Lining – follow same procedure as the spring. 
 
Corner flags – corner flags do not need to set (in goals) until the start of 
games. 
 




